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Trifecta Clinical Revolutionizes Training with Voices in Life Sciences
Los Angeles (August 19, 2014) - Trifecta Clinical, a leading global provider of online clinical
investigator training, is excited to announce the launch of Voices in Life Sciences (VLS) at the
2014 Disruptive Innovations conference in Boston.
“Last year at Disruptive Innovations, I presented the idea of applying processes and methods
used in Independent film to the training challenges we face in clinical development,” said Dave
Young, CEO of Trifecta. “Julie Crawford, our Director of Operations, led an interdisciplinary
team to take this crazy idea and make it a reality. I’m honored to work with such an incredible
team.”
Voices in Life Sciences (VLS) is dedicated to advancing clinical knowledge, improving training
and revolutionizing the pharmaceutical industry. VLS seeks clinical professionals with deep
expertise who want to engage in problem solving, influence topics within their profession or
have a unique solution to an industry challenge. As award-winning producers, Trifecta Clinical
transforms their specialized knowledge into best-in-class training content for global
distribution, earning them financial reward and widespread recognition from influential
industry leaders.
VLS will open a call for submissions on January 2, 2015. Interested candidates will be asked to
submit their content via VLS website for judging. Trifecta will produce the winning training
content into a video, which will be showcased at an annual film festival and be made available
for purchase.

-more-

Anyone interested in being an Advisory Board Member or seeking to learn how to submit a
training idea, should stop by the booth at Disruptive Innovations for more information or visit
the website at www.voicesinlifesciences.com.

About Trifecta Clinical
Trifecta Clinical produces more than 350 live, on-demand, and web-based investigator meetings
each year in more than 87 countries. Trifecta's innovative training and portal solutions improve
trial quality, speed study start-up and site readiness. The company focuses on improving
workflow and communication between sites, sponsors and clinical research organizations. Learn
more at www.trifectaclinical.com.
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